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ILJA GRZESKOWITZ
 

Making Change Happen

Think it. Do it. Change it. That´s the mantra of Global Topspeaker Ilja Grzeskowitz. The graduated change
expert started his career as Germany´s youngest store manager and was in charge of ten department
store for Karstadt, Wertheim, Hertie and IKEA. He is a bestselling author of six books and had guest lectu-
ring positions at the SRH University in Berlin and the Berlin School of Law and Economics. As an innovati-
on scout, Ilja constantly travels the world in order to discover future trends. In his work as a keynote
speaker and consultant, he helps organizations, companies and managers to create a culture of change.

Bestselling author, change expert, founder of Change Leaders Academy

Expertise: Change management, motivation, leadership, success Languages: German, English
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Think it. Do it.
Change it.

The
Changemaker
Mindset

LECTURES
Think it. Do it. Change it.
Keynote: "the attitude of change"
making change happen

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
"We were able to win Ilja Grzeskowitz as keynote speaker for our BMW Financial
Services dealer event and were very pleased with our choice. The cooperation
with Mr. Grzeskowitz was very professional and extremely pleasant from the
very beginning. In addition to the topic of change management, he was also
very responsive to our industry-specific topics. Mr. Grzeskowitz inspired and car-
ried away our guests with an exciting presentation, whereby humor was not ne-
glected either. We would like to thank Ilja Grzeskowitz for his valuable and sti-
mulating contribution to our event and can highly recommend him. Dear Ilja,
we wish you continued success and joy in your work. Thank you again for your
performance and dedication at our event."
Roger Muhr / BMW Switzerland
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